SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

BY ISAAC ASIMOV DRAMATISED BY DIANA GRIFFITHS

A CLASSIC SCIENCE FICTION COMEDY SET IN THE NEAR FUTURE ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN THE APRIL 1951 ISSUE OF AMAZING STORIES.
A Classic science fiction comedy set in the near future, originally published in the April 1951 issue of Amazing Stories.

When ambitious US Robots employee Larry Belmont agrees to his rather mousy wife Claire field-testing a new housework robot - a handsome humanoid called Tony- little does he foresee the effect this will have on Claire's self-confidence and sense of style. But robots are not programmed to be capable of falling in love ...

Tony: Nicholas Blane
Claire: Barbara Barnes
Dr Calvin: Margaret Robertson
Gladys: Margaret Robertson
Bogart: William Hope
Larry Belmont: William Hope
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Isaac Asimov Home Page
Here you'll find a comprehensive collection of resources pertaining to Isaac Asimov (1920-1992), the quintessential author, who in his lifetime wrote over 500 books that enlightened, entertained, and spanned the realm of human knowledge.
http://www.asimovonline.com/asimov_home_page.html

The History of the Positronic Robot Stories, 1954-1976